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Global Forest Governance Legal Concepts and Policy Trends Rowena Maguire. This book identifies the fundamental legal principles and the governance requirements of sustainable forest management. An analytical model for assessing forest regulation is created which identifies the doctrinal concepts that underpin forest regulation (justice ...
Global Forest Governance
This book identifies the fundamental legal principles and the governance requirements of sustainable forest management. An analytical model for assessing forest regulation is created which identifies the doctrinal concepts that underpin forest regulation (justice, property, sovereignty and governance).
Global forest governance: Legal concepts and policy trends ...
Global forest governance; legal concepts and policy trends. Maguire, Rowena. Edward Elgar Publishing 2013 374 pages $160.00 Hardcover SD561 Maguire (Queensland U. of Technology, Australia) describes the legal principles and governance requirements for sustainable forest management, and provides a model for evaluating forest regulation ...
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Aug 30, 2020 global forest governance legal concepts and policy trends Posted By Nora RobertsMedia TEXT ID 75732382 Online PDF Ebook Epub Library management an analytical model for assessing forest regulation is created which
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global forest governance legal concepts and policy trends Sep 02, 2020 Posted By Dr. Seuss Media Publishing TEXT ID 75732382 Online PDF Ebook Epub Library public and private have also focused on improving various dimensions of good governance a forestry literature and current social and policy trends in federal lands
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Global Forest Governance Legal Concepts and Policy Trends Rowena Maguire ...
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Rowena Maguire's Global Forest Governance — Legal Concepts and Policy Trends is a timely and comprehensive volume on the important topic of international legal and political scholarship, which in its entirety, still is somewhat under-researched. It details a number of legal concepts around global forest-related institutions and organizations.
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global forest governance legal concepts and policy trends Sep 04, 2020 Posted By Edgar Rice Burroughs Publishing TEXT ID 257cfa19 Online PDF Ebook Epub Library decentralization by hans gregersen arnoldo contreras hermosilla andy white lauren phillips cgiar forest trends forest trends forest trends united nations forum on forests
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Scholarship in international law aims at addressing global forest governance comprehensively. This article reviews the recent contribution Global Forest Governance — Legal Concepts and Policy Trends by Rowena Maguire and puts it into the perspective of recent political and policy science research on global forests.
Global forest governance — Discussing legal scholarship ...
Examples of what forest governance encompasses include regional laws, multilateral treaties, trade agreements, and protected areas, which affect issues of trade, markets, land tenure, forest carbon, biodiversity, and logging rights.
Forest Governance | Global Forest Atlas
Aug 29, 2020 global forest governance legal concepts and policy trends Posted By R. L. StinePublic Library TEXT ID 75732382 Online PDF Ebook Epub Library International Forest Governance International Forest international forest governance comprised of the policy legal and institutional frameworks for international decision making on forests has developed rapidly over the past decade today ...
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In the modern era of climate change, Global Forest Governance is extremely timely, relevant, and valuable for its wealth of information about the value of preserving forests in spite of economic and legal obstacles, as well as the role of national governments to step in and preserve forests when most of the benefits for doing so are classified as positive externalities. Highly recommended, especially for college library collections, environmentalists, professionals in forestry management, or ...
Global Forest Governance: Legal Concepts and Policy Trends ...
Introduction --Considerations of justice in forest regulation --Legal concepts creating forest rights and limitations --The sustainable governance of forest resources --The role of the United Nations Forum on Forests --Regulation of forests by the international climate change regime --Regulation of forest resources by the World Bank --The legal requirements of forestry markets --Forest certification schemes --Evaluation and recommendations.
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In the public lands, forest governance law was weak until 2006, when the Brazilian government passed the Public Forest Management Law. This law created a forest regime establishing concessions and regulation by the Ministry of Environment and the Institute of Natural Resources (IBAMA).

'Sustainable forest management is an attractive concept used in this book to frame the interdisciplinary and contextualised study of the role of a range of actors, institutions and regimes which contribute to regulating the use of forests around the world. This book effectively provides an important, broad and legal critique and assessment of transnational trends, structures and innovations currently in use for managing forests. Its conclusions provide wide ranging insights that not only clarify and
critique the potential of existing strategies and trends for legally managing forests but for governance of ecosystems more generally as humanity gradually acknowledges its role in the anthropocene.' - Afshin Akhtarkhavari, Griffith University, Australia
This work provides an important, broad and legal critique and assessment of transnational trends, structures and innovations currently in use for managing forests.
This publication present in-depth study of the very topical subject-matter of legal powers of Conferences of the Parties established on the basis of Multilateral Environmental Agreements. The book deals with the legitimacy and efficiency of the decisions of such bodies.
This timely book contributes to discussions on the best legal practices to use to promote conservation, protection and sustainable use of biological diversity in forest and marine areas. The breadth of issues explored across these two themes is immense, and the book identifies both key differences, and striking commonalities between them.
Today, problems such as deforestation, biodiversity loss and illegal logging have provoked various policy responses that are often referred to as forest and nature governance. In its broadest interpretation, governance is about the many ways in which public and private actors from the state, market and/or civil society govern public issues at multiple scales. This book takes a fresh perspective on the study of forest and nature governance. Departing from ‘practice theory’, and building upon
scholars like Giddens, Bourdieu, Reckwitz, Schatzki and Callon, it seeks to move beyond established understandings of institutions, actors, and knowledge. In so doing, it not only presents an innovative conceptual and methodological framework for a practice based approach, but also rich case studies and ethnographies. Finally, this book is about how actors involved in governance talk about and work with trees, forests, biodiversity, wildlife, and so on, while acting upon forest policies,
environmental discourses, codes of conduct, or scientific insights.
This book investigates the potential need for an international convention on forests and establishes a multifunctional concept of forests as a cornerstone for international forest regulation. Accordingly, it examines a variety of international instruments pertaining directly or indirectly to forests and explores their entangled, fragmented nature. While contending that the lack of consistency in international law impedes the development of a stand-alone international forest convention, at the same
time it argues that the lessons learned from fragmentation as well as from the history of forest discourse on the international level open up new options for the regulation of forests in international law, based on (new) concepts of coordination and cooperation.
This book investigates the ethical values that inform the global carbon integrity system, and reflects on alternative norms that could or should do so. The global carbon integrity system comprises the emerging international architecture being built to respond to the climate change. This architecture can be understood as an 'integrity system'- an inter-related set of institutions, governance arrangements, regulations and practices that work to ensure the system performs its role faithfully and
effectively. This volume investigates the ways ethical values impact on where and how the integrity system works, where it fails, and how it can be improved. With a wide array of perspectives across many disciplines, including ethicists, philosophers, lawyers, governance experts and political theorists, the chapters seek to explore the positive values driving the global climate change processes, to offer an understanding of the motivations justifying the creation of the regime and the way that social
norms impact upon the operation of the integrity system. The collection focuses on the nexus between ideal ethics and real-world implementation through institutions and laws. The book will be of interest to policy makers, climate change experts, carbon taxation regulators, academics, legal practitioners and researchers.
This book analyzes the wide range of issues that should be taken into account in forest-related legislation. It stresses that forest law must be understood in the context of the broader legal framework governing land use and land tenure, as well as international obligations related to trade, environmental protection, and human rights. The book also pays significant attention to institutional arrangements and governance practices relevant to forests, including decentralization, transparency, and law
enforcement. The authors draw extensively on experience from around the world to provide tools for dealing with various forest management challlenges. The authors are experts in the field of forest law. Lawrence C. Christy is a Former Chief, Development Law Service, Legal Office, Food and Agricultre Organization of the United Nations (FAO). Charles E. Di Leva is Chief Counsel, Environmentally and Socially Sustainable Development and International Law Unit (LEGEN), Legal VicePresidency, World Bank. Jonathan M. Lindsay is Senior Counsel with LEGEN, Legal Vice-Presidency, World Bank. Patrice Talla Takoukam is Counsel with LEGEN, Legal Vice-Presidency, World Bank.
For almost 30 years, scholars and advocates have been exploring the interaction and potential between the rights and well-being of women and the promise of international law. This collection posits that the next frontier for international law is increasing its relevance, beneficence and impact for women in the developing world, and to deal with a much wider range of issues through a feminist lens.
In Reconsidering REDD+: Authority, Power and Law in the Green Economy, Julia Dehm provides a critical analysis of how the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) scheme operates to reorganise social relations and to establish new forms of global authority over forests in the Global South, in ways that benefit the interests of some actors while further marginalising others. In accessible prose that draws on interdisciplinary insights, Dehm demonstrates how,
through the creation of new legal relations, including property rights and contractual obligations, new forms of transnational authority over forested areas in the Global South are being constituted. This important work should be read by anyone interested in a critical analysis of international climate law and policy that offers insights into questions of political economy, power, and unequal authority.
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